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Abstract: The article deals with questions of the bureaucratic organisation of courts, or in other words, how the court administration can affect, or is able to affect judicial autonomy, professionalism, the court’s decision making and overall the effectiveness of court functioning. The purpose of this paper is to analyse legal means of reducing the court’s bureaucracy.
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1. Introduction

Nowadays we expect from public administration a high level of efficiency and professionalism.¹ The right to a fair and objective hearing is an element of the guarantee which creates a standard of “good administration”.² Public authority should determine a dispute not from a domineering position towards private entities, but above all using conciliation methods. An administrative authority should be a partner for a private entity and not an opponent. An acceptable model of bureaucracy is based on a dialogue between parties of a dispute and finding a possible solution for all of them. Therefore, a significant attention is paid to explanations of administrative decisions, which should be not only understandable, but also convincing for individuals.

The above-mentioned expectations are addressed also to court authorities and their administration. Opinions about courts and their activities are formulated not only on the basis of issued judgments but also on personal contacts with the court staff. Though the lack of the court’s action or an excessive length of proceedings is frequently caused by parties of a dispute,³ expectations towards quick settlement of a case are currently becoming more intensive. A significant role is played by general rules in which courts are in contact with society.⁴ This tendency is clearly seen from the court perspective, where time limits in proceedings are under strict control and explorations in various statistics.⁵ Contemporary judges are evaluated not only from a content-related perspective, lawfully issued judgments, but also from effectively undertaken procedural activities.

The purpose of this paper is to analyse legal means of reducing the court’s bureaucracy, understood from a negative side, as a phenomenon which limits the court’s efficiency and professionalism.⁶ The term “bureaucracy” is derived from the French language and means a centralised organisation system in which the authority is associated with the office.⁷ In some explanations it is understood as a separate entity from the citizens state power, or
even as officials making harmful decisions for society\textsuperscript{8} or even soulless adherence to regulations in dealing with official matters.\textsuperscript{9} The reasons for such understanding of “bureaucracy” have both a structural and procedural nature. Creating a proper shape of these two regulation spheres can lead to the reduction of the negatively perceived bureaucracy.

However, exercising of these tools must respect the nature of court administration which is linked with structural courts independence and judicial autonomy. Striving to achieve a high level of efficiency in the administration of justice cannot violate those requirements. Therefore, in the first part of this paper a special attention will be paid to the nature of court administration. These reflections make it possible to analyse legitimate ways of reducing bureaucracy in court administration in the second and third part of this paper.

2. The Nature of Court Administration

Taking into consideration the nature of court administration, it is necessary to point out the subject “administration”, which has a central meaning for the science of administrative law. Following the achievements of the German science, administration is defined as a state activity that is neither legislation nor the justice system.\textsuperscript{10} In addition to the negative definition, which is the starting point for consideration of differences between three state authorities, numerous positive definitions of administration are formulated, which emphasise the characteristic position and structure of the administering entities,\textsuperscript{11} the participation of the human factor\textsuperscript{12} and the objectives of the administration’s activities.\textsuperscript{13} Public administration is defined as all organisational and executive activities aimed at realising the common good by various entities, including not necessarily state-owned ones, related to the basis and form of activity under the statue, remaining under social control.\textsuperscript{14}

Court administration on the one hand should be treated as a part of a whole public administration, which creates a huge organism necessary to perform obligations by all kinds of public power, legislative, executive and judicial. Administration in courts performs service functions for effective functioning of these public institutions. The duties of court administration include all tasks to ensure the proper functioning of the courts, both from the personal and material side. These duties are: matters of employment of judges and court clerks, all employee and training matters, maintenance of court buildings and providing substantive support in adjudicating.\textsuperscript{15} Court administration is financed by the whole state. Therefore, two other branches of state power have the right to know where are the positive and negative sides of their activity in order to solve problems and avoid negative tendencies in the future.

The above-mentioned activities of the court administration play a significant role also for providing legal protection for the citizens, who turn to court clerks with requests for information about pending cases or even advices on how to solve their problems and technical issues connected with the court’s functioning. Personal contact with court employees could have a crucial importance in making opinions about the level of court professionalism. An engagement in the work of court clerks, their knowledge and experience, may deeply affect the efficiency of court activity.
On the other hand, this administration is created to perform special obligations joined with tasks of a judicial power. The court administration also plays a crucial role in the service for judges and their judicial function. Court administrations and judges create a separate judicial power which is responsible for solving disputes between individuals. A lack of one of these spheres, also judicial and administrative, will make court activity impossible.

Courts are appointed to solve disputes between private entities or state on the basis of facts and binding legal regulation. Court administration is not a part of public administration which belongs to the executive power. Though court administration is not directly engaged in solving those disputes, its activity is linked to adjudication functions because it helps judges to be more efficient and professional. The boundary between judicial and administrative activities is difficult to stress. The whole activity of this administration is focused on solving disputes and exercising justice. Without performing this function, the existence of court administration would be unnecessary. Inefficiency of court administration can, in a straight way, lead to inefficiency of the whole court, and above all the judicial functions.

Therefore, the nature of court administration is twofold. On the one hand, it is an administrative organism, designed for special tasks. The administrative organism must be guided by professionals who ensure a high level of efficiency and professionalism of this administration. In some cases it is necessary to engage judges in performing administrative functions because this group of well-educated and experienced clerks is the most appropriate group to perform these duties towards other judges. It is questionable to what extent the responsibility for functioning of this administration should derive from court or the executive power? This question is connected with the second nature of court administration, namely the special tasks performed by this branch of the public power.

The other and more general question, which may be formulated now, is connected with a group of competences, above all the supervision nature, which these two branches of power, especially the executive power, should be equipped with in order to make an activity of court administration effective and professional. The preliminary answer to this question is: the executive power should affect the judiciary only in exceptional cases, also in the area of court administration, when the judiciary fails to cope with maintaining the high level of effectiveness of judicial protection. Any interference by the executive with the operation of the judiciary threatens the independence of judges and separateness of the court system from other authorities.

3. Two Different Models of Supervision over Court Administration

In Poland there are two ways of performing supervision over the court administration. The first pattern is typical for ordinary courts, where a significant influence over the court administration is assigned to the Minister of Justice. In this pattern the responsibility for functioning this administration is taken over by an authority which is a part of the executive power. The second model is typical for administrative courts which create
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a separate judicial branch from ordinary courts. The supervision competences are entrusted to the President of the Supreme Administrative Court (hereinafter SAC).

Focusing on the first model, according to Article 9 of the law on the system of common courts, the Minister of Justice supervises the common courts in order to ensure appropriate technical, organisational and financial conditions (external supervision). Besides the Minister, each President of the common court also fulfils internal supervision over courts, ensuring the proper functioning of the internal office of the court (internal supervision). Presidents of common courts – district, regional and appeal are appointed by the Minister of Justice. Because of this competence, the Minister of Justice has a crucial influence not only on external, but also on internal supervision. Additionally, in regional and in appellate courts, there are appointed managers of the courts who have competences in the court’s finances. Their position is independent from the competences of the courts’ presidents and they are subordinated directly to the Ministry of Justice.

The President of district, regional and appellate court may be dismissed by the Minister of Justice not only in case of neglecting his or her obligations but also when effectiveness of his or her activities in the field of administrative supervision or organisation of work in court is in opinion of the Minister unsatisfactory. The Minister of Justice has crucial competences in the area of supervision over common courts. He assesses the efficiency of court administration and can change the president of the court if he estimates that the court could work more effectively. The other court institutions such as general assembly of judges of each court or the board of the courts can only formulate opinions to the Minister, which are not binding for him in the process of appointing the president of the court.

The second pattern of the supervision is typical for administrative courts, which create a separate branch of systems of judiciary in Poland. All competences over court administration in this system are submitted to the President of the Supreme Administrative Court, who exercises the hierarchical supervision over the administrative activity in this branch of courts. The reason for adopting this solution is a basic function of administrative courts, which perform control over the public administration. Therefore, the executive power should not have any influence on a public body that controls his or her activity. In this solution a responsibility for functioning of the court administration is focused only on the judicial power. The Minister of Justice has no competence to issue some of the orders and to create the structure of the administrative court’s administration. The President of the SAC has also the power of minister competent for matters of public finance in relation to the implementation of the budget of administrative courts. This branch of courts has guaranteed a financial independence from the executive power. That guarantee has a crucial importance in assessing the level of court and judge independence from other state authorities.

In the second model, the President of the SAC performs administrative tasks towards the whole administrative judiciary. These obligations are fulfilled by special agencies inside the Supreme Administrative Court (the Chancellery of the President of the SAC and the Judicial Decisions Bureau) and by the Presidents of voivodeship administrative courts who in administrative competences are subordinated to the President of the SAC. The President of the SAC exercises hierarchical supervision over the administrative activity of the admin-
He establishes the principles of clerical work in administrative courts. The president of the voivodeship administrative court manages the court, represents it in external relations and performs activities of judicial administration. The president and vice-president in the voivodeship administrative court may be removed from the office during the term of office in the event of gross dereliction of official duty. This condition is more strictly regulated than the similar, above-mentioned competence of the Minister of Justice. The President of the SAC cannot remove the President of the voivodeship administrative court in case of inefficiency of the court administration. Gross dereliction of the official duty must be connected with a strong negative effect of the president’s duties. As a result, a judicial activity of the court must be seriously neglected.

The second model should be treated as a proof, that it is possible to create a special administrative mechanism inside the judiciary. Although it is not free from the disadvantages associated with a strong position of the President of the SAC, court administration to be effective, does not need special supervision measures performed by members of other branches of state power. The effectiveness of the court administration is not strictly connected with an entity which fulfils supervisory functions, but with the engagement of court clerks and real supervision measures which make the court activity more effective. If the main supervisory competencies are located in a member of the judicial power, it is possible to equip this entity with a stronger power, and with less threat that it is incompatible with the principle of judge independence.

For this reason, the solution, which is present in the administrative court system, does not threaten the effectiveness of the administrative judiciary. It guarantees more stability and independence from other branches of state power, above all the executive power. The system of administrative courts is less addicted to political changes. The President of the SAC is appointed by the President of the Republic of Poland from among two candidates presented by the General Assembly of Judges of the SAC for the term of six years. Over the past six years in Poland there have been five Ministers of Justice. Therefore, in literature the model of supervision over administrative courts is treated as a modelled regulation in the competence sphere between the executive and judicial powers.

4. Ways to Reduce the Court’s Bureaucracy

4.1. Supervision over the court’s administration

The first mechanism, which could be feasible to reduce bureaucracy of court administration, is connected with supervision measures. The concept of supervision is widely recognisable in administrative law and not that well known in the judiciary. While adopting supervision measures, a supervisor cannot only control the supervised entity but also apply measures which aim to achieve a concrete goal. A characteristic feature of the term “supervision” is an interference with a supervised entity, which has no choice to reject orders issued by the supervising entity. Because of existing relations between these two entities, the second of them takes responsibility for functioning of the first one.
The question, which should be stated at this moment, is connected with the possibility of using supervision measures developed in the science of administrative law into exploration of the judicial power. There is no doubt that supervision measures cannot interfere with the judicial independence. Where is located the source of the court’s activity which must be free from internal and external influences? Where are the boundaries of the supervision over court administration? The Polish Constitutional Court approving supervision competences of the Minister of Justice over courts has stated that supervision over the administrative activities of courts should not include organising proceedings in concrete cases, such as appointing terms for concrete procedural activities, summoning witnesses and experts. This statement does not give a concrete answer about the activity which is linked with jurisprudence and cannot be embraced by the administrative supervision. It is rather a proof, that determination of the border between judicial and administrative functions of courts is not entirely possible.

Apart from the doubts connected with establishing the limits of admissibility of administrative supervision, these measures cannot interfere with the process of adjudicating. A judge must be free from pressure in solving court disputes. This requirement can be understood in a narrow and wider sense. Focusing on court administration, the proper functioning of it could strengthen the level of the judge independence and make fulfilling of the jurisdictional duties easier. A judge equipped with the assistance of a secretary clerk and assistant who can help him/her in searching jurisprudence, can solve more cases, perhaps in a more content-related way. It does not mean, that all the judge’s connections with court administration have an impact on the judge’s independence. They are connected with the judge’s obligations and therefore, each kind of interference in this area of activity must find serious reasons. Competence to perform surveillance measures should have their basis in the law.

Coming back to the surveillance measures over court administration, within the scope of measures over administrative activities of voivodeship administrative courts, the President of the SAC may order an inspection or general inspections in the court. A general inspection embraces all forms of the court activities, such as the burden of judges in relation to the influence and number of settled cases and the state of arrears, efficiency of court proceedings, including preparation of meetings, performance of proceedings, including timely preparation of justifications and performance after the decision has become final, and the level of uniformity of judgments in the court visited against the background of the case law of other administrative courts. The inspection is aimed at examining a specific problem in the field of the functioning of a voivodeship administrative court or its specific organisational unit, as well as examining the supervisory activities of the president, vice president and chairman of the department, as well as assessing the efficiency and timeliness of business activities performed by particular judges.

Among many surveillance measures over court administration in ordinary judiciary, the Minister of Justice performs external administrative supervision: assesses annual information on the activities of courts, determines general directions of internal administrative supervision performed by presidents of appellate courts, controls the performance of supervisory duties by the presidents of appellate courts and issues relevant regulations.
The Minister of Justice may turn to the President of the Court of Appeal in writing if he finds any deficiencies in the field of court administration, internal administrative supervision or other administrative activities and demand the removal of its consequences. The President of the Court of Appeal, to whom the attention is addressed, may submit a written objection to the Minister of Justice within fourteen days from the day of returning the attention. As a result of this objection, a dispute is passed to the National Council for the Judiciary.

Attention can be combined with a reduction of the functional additive to the extent corresponding to the seriousness of the infringement, ranging from 15% to 50% of the allowance, for a period from one month to six months. If the remark is set aside, the supplement is adjusted to the previous height.

The manager of a court directs the court’s administrative activity to ensure appropriate technical, organisational and property conditions for the functioning of the court. The competences of this subject in the area of court administration are more developed in comparison with the competences of the president of the court, because they are focused on all the matters which are connected with financing. The manager of the court, who is appointed by the Minister of Justice performs all conditions which are important for the technical functioning of the court, from financial conditions for court administration employees, to the organisational aspects of their work.

4.2. Procedural ways

Besides the structural measures, procedural solutions could also make the functioning of court administration more effective and bureaucracy less burdensome. One of the solutions is to improve electronic communication with parties of the proceeding during a court process. Serving letters by using electronic means of communication makes this process between the court administration and a party of proceeding less time consuming and bureaucratic. This method of serving official documents is much cheaper and therefore more convenient for the budget of court administration. Hopefully this form of communication will become more popular in the nearest future and embrace not only serving documents, but the whole access to the courts documents during proceedings in each case.

The process of serving documents during a court procedure could be burdensome for the court administration because of the large amount of parties in a certain proceeding. The legislator should take this inconvenience into consideration and substitute the traditional model of serving documents. Besides new electronic forms, there are also other possibilities, such as general announcement. This form is known for the Polish legislator in special areas of administrative law. If this special provision was adopted in specific cases and a person who participated in an administrative proceeding has not lodged a complaint, and the outcome of the court proceeding concerns his or her legal interests, shall be a participant in that proceeding if the person files a request to join the proceeding before the commencement of the hearing. This regulation is another example of how a legislator can create regulations regarding the serving of the documents taking into consideration an
engagement of a court clerk and the necessity to inform the people who are really interested in taking part in certain proceedings.

Another regulation, which makes an activity of court administration more effective, are time limits regulated in law. They are addressed not only to the parties of a dispute, but some of them are binding for judges and court administration. Though their expiry does not make court activities invalid, these terms have a disciplinary significance. Judges as state clerks should not violate deadlines which are addressed to them. These limits oblige judges and court clerks to more intensive and effective activity, especially when in the contact with parties of the proceeding. Individuals, who know these terms, can expect an active behaviour from the court’s side and plan their own activity in the future.

An example of this kind of terms is connected with the obligation of a judge to prepare a written explanation of an issued judgment. According to the regulation of proceedings before administrative courts, the judge is obliged to prepare written reasons of the issued judgment within fourteen days from the day of filing the request. In a complicated case, the president of the court may extend the time limit for a fixed period of time but not longer than thirty days. Though this term has only a disciplinary nature, in practice it is treated seriously, because of the negative consequences for the judge and court administration connected with supervision measures performed by the President of the SAC. These are also restrictive for the judge during applying for a better position in a higher court. Violation of the deadline may also lead to disciplinary proceedings.

Another tool, which is convenient for reducing bureaucracy, is connected with the organisation of public trials. A general rule in this area is that a court may adjourn the proceedings before administrative courts only for a good clause, regardless of a concurrent motion of the parties. The trial shall be adjourned only in two cases. Firstly, if the court has found impropriety in notification of either party or if absence of the party or its agent has been caused by extraordinary circumstances or other impediments known to the court which may not be overcome, unless the other party or its agent seeks the hearing of the case in their absence. Secondly, if the court has decided to notify of the pending court proceedings those persons which have not yet participated in the case in the capacity of a party. Besides these circumstances, the Law on proceedings before administrative courts regulates premises when the proceedings shall be suspended. Upon a concurrent motion of the parties the court may, but not shall suspend the proceedings. One of the basic principles of the proceeding before administrative courts is the principle of the speed in the proceeding. It means that an administrative court should undertake actions aimed at quick settlement of the case and should try to decide it at the first meeting. A well-organised conduct of the proceeding is conductive to limitation of the bureaucracy of the proceeding and evolution of a positive image of the system of administrative justice.

5. Conclusions

Court administration from a subjective point of view is a part of the whole public administration. It should be organised in a way, which will correspond with current expectations formulated in modern societies. Administration should be in a dialogue with
private entities, explaining reasons for an undertaken activity, which should be foreseeable and legal. Only in that way the activity of courts has a chance to be understandable for society and can create a high level of trust in courts.

Special tasks of court administration do not mean that the measures, which will lead to ensuring more efficiency in its activity, could not be undertaken by the executive power. This does not mean that the executive power in exercising competencies in supervision over court administration can interfere with the judicial independence. Fulfilling tasks of court administration by the court’s presidents is free from this threat and in reality is not less effective. Focusing on supervision competencies in court institutions could also be an answer to a problematic distinction between judicial and non-judicial activities performed by the court administration.

The sphere of judicial independence should be evaluated in a broader sense. An effective functioning of court administration can positively affect this independence. Therefore, each interference in an administrative activity of courts should find serious reasons and statutory basis. Supervision over court administration could also be performed by the court authorities. This solution is less controversial, especially in states with a shorter tradition of democracy and a lower level of law culture.

In the process of reducing unnecessary court bureaucracy a significant role is awarded to procedural measures. Court procedure can make their activity less burdensome, when high procedural instruments would be created only in the circumstances, where it is really necessary to issue a fair judgment. Regulations connected with delivery of court letters and special terminations in court proceedings could reduce this bureaucracy in a significant way.

6. Summary

The analysis in this paper is focused on measures which can help to reduce bureaucracy in court administration. Courts are organisms of the third power of a state. They have their own administration which helps them fulfil their obligations. Bureaucracy, perceived negative as a creature who limits a court’s efficiency and professionalism could be liquidated in two ways. The first one is linked with supervision measures and the second one with procedural measures. The analysed functions play complementary rules in making court activity more effective.
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